
Jacquard woven blankets

Short description: Soft woven cotton throw blankets

Long description: Our premium natural cotton throws are lightweight and super soft to
touch, beautifully textured and wonderfully cosy. 

Made from 100% cotton, our throws boast the finest quality yarn
stitched in a thermal weave to create a breathable, luxurious finish.
Perfect for bed or couch, this classic blanket adds a great finishing
touch to any interior.

Using cutting edge Jacquard loom technology, we offer a combination
of solid coloured and monochrome yarns to achieve 195 colour
finishes. From photographs to graphic designs, we can recreate your
image with a wide colour gamut and in sharp detail.  To prevent
fraying, a stunning custom fringe is created from the primary colours
of the thread, to provide the perfect finishing touch to your throw.

Our made on demand blankets are both odour and stain resistant,
and easy to maintain. They resist wear and tear, as well as being
hypoallergenic and ideal for sensitive skin.

Features: - Recreates your artwork using advanced loom technology
- Odour and stain resistant
- Hypoallergenic, machine washable and low maintenance
- Image matched colourful fringe
- Perfect for both photographic or graphic designs - choose from
product codes H-BLANKET-WOVEN-PHOTO for photographs
(ensures more accurate skin tone hues), or H-BLANKET-WOVEN-ART
for artwork (with more bright colours)
- Comes in three sizes, and weights are as follows:
- 52x37" = 1.4lbs
- 60x50" = 2.2lbs
- 80x60" = 3.5lbs

Wholesale price: From $29.00

SKU prefix: H-BLANKET-WOVEN

Manufacturing time: 120h

Manufacturing locations: US

Sizes: 37 x 52" (94 x 132cm), 50 x 60" (127cm x 152cm), 60x80" (152cm x
203cm)

Product materials: Cotton
100% cotton yarn

Image requirements: jpg, 96dpi recommended
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Care instructions: Machine washable in mild detergent at 30°C. Do not bleach or tumble
dry.

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Tough, tear-resistant mailing bags.
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